Excel Pivot Tables
Pivot Tables are very powerful Excel tools that summarize data and allow you to examine it from many different
points of view without having to create a new Excel document.
Excel pulls information directly from the OPAS database and consolidates it into a table. Each row and column
can be modified to include or exclude data, and fields can be dragged on and off the main table in different order.
Each time you open an Excel document that contains a Pivot Table, it will auto-refresh to pull in the latest data
from OPAS.
This guide provides a brief overview as to how Pivot Tables are used to display and analyze OPAS data. It does
not profess to be a comprehensive guide on Pivot Tables nor explain every available feature – we recommend
any of the numerous Internet resources and Excel guides to further explore the abundant possibilities.
You must use Excel 2007 or above for OPAS Pivot Tables to work properly. The screen pictures here
come from Excel 2010. Each version of Excel manages Pivot Tables slightly differently so you may need
to alter these instructions to match your version of Excel.
NOTE – you do not need to have OPAS open for any of the following steps.

Open the Excel
Document and
produce the
Pivot Table

When you open the OPAS Pivot Table Excel document for the first time, you will see a
warning at the top of the screen, triggered by a macro embedded in the Excel file. This
macro is required to
create the initial
connection with your
OPAS database and is
run only one time. Click
the Enable Content
button.

In earlier versions of Excel the button is labeled
Enable Macros.

Click the RUN button to establish the data
connection between Excel and OPAS and to
create the table.
After the process is finished, you will have a pivot table within the Excel document. A
window will pop up (shown at right) that prompts you
to reset your macro security to High, if it had to be
altered to run the macro (see the Appendix of this
document).
At this point you can save the Excel file to any
location (your own PC or a shared drive on your
network). Each time you open the document, it will
auto-refresh and pull in the latest information from OPAS.
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The three main areas used to operate the
Pivot Table are the Row Felds, the
Column Felds and the Page Fields.

Using the Pivot
Table

Row and Column Fields indicate what is
shown, respectively, iin each row and
column within the table. Page Fields offer
both filtering options, and can be dragged
from the Page Field area down to either a
row or column.

Wwhenever you click somewhere in the Pivot Table Excel will open
the Pivot Table menu at the far right of the screen (shown at right).
This menu can be closed as it is not used with basic Pivot Table
operation.

Restrict / Filter
Data

One of the most useful ways to modify a Pivot Table is
to restrict the data it displays. Do this by clicking the
little drop-down on any row or column field heading
and un-check the data you wish to remove (the
information is actually still there; just hidden from the
Pivot Table).
Then click OK at the bottom of the field list elements.
The Pivot Table immediately refreshes to show only the
selected data. You can restrict information from multiple
rows and columns at the same time.
To include information, just re-tick the appropriate box.
Data can be filtered on Row Fields, Column Fields
and Page Fields in any combination.

Whenever data is filtered in a Pivot Table, the dropdown icon for that field changes:
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Re-Ordering
Data

Re-organize the order in which data is displayed and summarized in the Pivot Table by
dragging and dropping to re-order the column and row fields.
In this example, column data is organized
first by Season and then by
Performance/Non-Performance.
To reverse that order, click the Performance
Column Field and drag it to the left of
Season – the table will instantly auto-refresh
(shown below).

Reordering Page Fields has
no effect on the Pivot Table
display

Re-Arranging
Data

Data elements can be moved in and out of Column, Rows and Page Fields. This is the
true power of a Pivot table as it provides an almost unlimited array of possibilities by which
information can be displayed and analyzed.
For example, suppose instead of viewing the Activity Analysis workbook by Project, you
wish to see it primarily by Venue and then by every Activity within that venue. Simply…
1. Drag Project from the Column Fields up to the Page Fields – this will cause the
Pivot Table to become a single Total line (as all column criteria has been
removed)
2. Drag Venue from the Page Field area down to the columns and create a new
Column Field with it
3. Drag Activity from the Page Field area down to the column area, to the right of
Venue, again creating a new Column Field
The Pivot Table will auto-refresh at each step.
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This same procedure works when dragging data fields:
•
•
•
•
•
•

From the Page Field area to become a Column Field (the example shown above)
From the Page Field area to become a Row Field
From a Column Field to a Row Field
From a row field to a Column Field
From a Column Field to a Page Field
From a Row Field to a Page Field

Excel will warn you if you try to move a field that would invalidate the Pivot Table. For
example, you must have at least one column field and depending upon your data set it is
possible to rearrange a Pivot Table so that you run out of Rows or Columns

Adding and
Removing SubTotals

Subtotals for Row Fields and Column Fields can be turned on or off by…
1. Right-clicking the heading for the Row Field or Column Field
2. Check or uncheck the Subtotal option that appears in the context menu
In the example shown at left, the Expense Pivot Table
groups first by Project then by Expense Type (both are Row
Fields) but the total expenses for each Project is not shown.
Right-click on the Project
heading and choose the
Subtotal item from the menu
(shown at right):

The Pivot Table will auto-refresh to
include the subtotal for each of those
Row Fields (shown highlighted at left).

Re-Sorting Data

The content of Column and Row Fields is by default sorted chronologically or
alphabetically. You can over-ride this setting by …
1. Right-clicking the
heading for the Row or
Column Field
2. Choosing Sort
3. Changing the Ascending
/ Descending option or
click More Sort Options
to sort the data by other
criteria
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The Excel document that contains the Pivot
Table will refresh each time it is opened, pulling
in the most recent data from OPAS. You can
also manually refresh the Pivot Table at any
time by clicking anywhere in the Pivot Table and
then clicking the Refresh menu option.

Refreshing Data

Formatting the
Pivot Table

Pivot Tables offer many of the same array of design and layout options that a normal
Excel document does. The PivotTable Tools | Design option in the Excel Ribbon will
show many of these:

Changes made to the layout or configuration of a Pivot Table are saved and restored the
next time the document is opened.
Pivot Tables can be printed just like any other Excel document.

Entering other
data

While you cannot manually edit any information inside the Pivot Table, you can enter
information above the table (you may need to insert some blank rows first) or on other
pages in the Workbook.

APPENDIX – Enabling Macros
Depending upon how Excel is installed at your
organization, macros may not run even when
contained in a .xlsm file. If this is the case you will
need to adjust the settings in your Trust Center. Do
Not make any changes to the Trust Center without
the help / input from your IT department.

Microsoft Excel
security
settings

In Excel select the File | Options menu item and
then the Trust Center
You can also consult Excel / Microsoft
documentation for help in setting macro security if
necessary
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